
from a wide range of project stakeholders, many security
decisions with an implication on user interaction had been
made before their engagement. As a result, the usability
researchers felt they had little control over any design or
implementation decisions affecting the security architecture;
this meant there was little direct engagement with the team
responsible for building and maintaining NeuroGrid’s core se-
curity mechanisms. Because of this, when scientists expressed
problems using the Public Key Infrastructure during formative
evaluation activities, application developers were left with
the responsibility of addressing them. While simple interface
changes helped explain terms to non-specialists, as did writing
documentation to explain security controls, developers were
also left with the responsibility of implementing components
to manage users’ digital certificates on their behalf; this
effectively replaced digital certificates with passwords as an
authentication mechanism. Although this appeared to improve
user perception of authentication usability, the design and im-
plementation of these security components was not subject to
the same security evaluation criteria as the rest of the security
architecture, and, as such, the vulnerabilities associated with
it were largely unknown.

III. APPROACH

In this section, we describe how security and usability de-
sign activities were incorporated into the development process
of webinos. We begin by summarising the webinos project and
the motivations behind it, and then explain the development
process, before describing the security and usability design
activities in more detail.

A. About webinos

The webinos project was funded by the EU with a project
team drawn from 24 organisations across Europe, including
universities, mobile network providers, handset and automotive
manufacturers, mobile software houses, and market analysts.
The project ran from September 2010 to August 2013. The
primary objective was to develop a federated software platform
for running web applications consistently and securely across
mobile, PC, home media, and in-car systems. The webinos
platform provides a software runtime environment that allows
the discovery of devices and services based on technical and
contextual information. The platform also offers a set of APIs
providing access to cross-user, cross-service, and cross-device
functionality. More information about the webinos architecture
can be found at [35].

Because webinos applications can access physical and
informational resources across different devices, and this in-
formation may describe a user’s personal habits and prefer-
ences, managing access is a complex security and usability
design problem. Questions are also raised about the needs
of application developers who must request permissions for
their applications to access user data and provide facilities for
users to manage their security and privacy. This is exacerbated
by the lack of prior art and experience in cross-platform
and multi-device personal networking, especially given the
different physical and social contexts of use.

The large number of collaborating partners, the innovative
nature of the project, and the significant security concerns all

influenced the need to integrate security and usability design
techniques in the development process.
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Fig. 1. webinos development process

1) The Design and Development process: A first version
of the webinos platform was publicly released in March 2012,
following an 18-month development effort that is summarised
in Figure 1.

A use-case driven approach was used to elicit and spec-
ify software requirements for the initial version of webinos.
During the first six months of development, over 80 use cases
were drafted and ranked by importance and novelty by the
project team. As the project scope became clearer, the number
of use cases were reduced to 33. These final use cases, and
the process used to create them is described in [33].

The use cases, along with an industry and software ecosys-
tem analysis, informed an up-front requirements elicitation
and specification activity for the webinos platform. In the
subsequent six months, these requirements informed the devel-
opment and architectural design of webinos, its APIs, and the
security and privacy frameworks. In the last six months, two
concurrent activities took place: platform development, and
development of a collection of concept apps. Both the platform
and concept apps were implemented via an agile model based
on the Scrum method [27], with sprints of approximately two
weeks. Scrum teams were created for representative webinos
platforms, with the core architectural components and features
developed being derived from the architectural design docu-
mentation. Insights from the implementation led to updates
to the use cases and requirements, which were delivered at
the same time as the platform. In parallel, based on the
API specifications, several concept apps were developed to
demonstrate webinos’ capabilities and provide feedback to
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